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Superannuation: 
Managing the Challenges 
of Changing Super Needs
Australia has one of the largest retirement  
fund pools per capita in the world. Given  
the significance of this pool relative to  
Australia’s total gross domestic product,  
the superannuation sector has come under  
unprecedented scrutiny with a series of major  
government reviews heightening the call for  
increased efficiency, greater engagement and  
ultimately improved returns. Understanding  
their implications will be critical for the  
industry as it looks to address the challenges  
and benefit from the opportunities this  
dynamic market presents.
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By any standard, Australia’s superannuation system has an enviable record  

of success. With AU$1.2 trillion under management as of June 20101 and 

government-mandated growth built into the system via the superannuation guarantee, 

Australia’s strong superannuation industry has helped underpin the country’s role 

as a key regional investment hub. As the country’s largest pool of domestic assets, 

the superannuation system provides meaningful scale to a variety of investment and 

industry sectors. It also plays a significant role in processing regional investment 

information through the provision of custodial and support services. 

Building on Success 

And yet, as with pension schemes in most other 

countries around the globe, Australia’s superannuation 

industry is facing extreme pressures as new workforce 

patterns emerge due to increased job mobility and an 

aging population that is living longer and ultimately 

working longer to fund its retirement. The Australian 

government predicts that over the next 40 years, the 

proportion of the population over the age of 65 will nearly 

double to around 25 percent, leaving just 2.7 people of 

working age for every one retiree, down from 5 today.2 

(See Figure 1 on page 2.)

At the same time, Australia’s superannuation sector 

has come under unprecedented scrutiny with calls 

to increase efficiency and offer greater retirement 

adequacy. Much of this scrutiny has arisen from  

a major government review led by Jeremy Cooper,  

the former Deputy Chairman of the Australian Securities 

and Investments Commission (ASIC). Cooper was 

charged with an overall review of the structure and 

efficiency of the superannuation system, the final report 

of which was released in June 2010 and is discussed 

throughout this paper.

1 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Quarterly Superannuation Performance, June 2010 (issued September 2010).
2 Australian Government, “The 2010 Intergenerational Report,” January 2010.



3 Australian Government, “Super System Review: Final Report — Part One: Overview and Recommendations,” June 2010.

 

 

The major challenges now facing the industry are reducing 

costs, meeting member obligations and ultimately 

improving investor returns. Nevertheless, even when 

taking these obstacles into account, the superannuation 

sector still offers considerable future growth potential. 

The government is projecting a significant increase in 

the superannuation pool, with super assets as a portion  

of GDP expected to rise from 90 percent in 2009 to  

130 percent by 2035.3

To fully realise the opportunities this growth pre- 

sents, it will be critical for industry stakeholders  

to understand the implications of the proposed reforms, 

as well as other key factors currently shaping the future 

of the superannuation industry. Key among these 

factors are consolidation of funds, continued growth  

in the Self Managed Super Funds (SMSF) sector, 

increased use of both low-cost ETF products and more 

complex instruments, further cross-border investment, 

and a greater focus on operational efficiencies. 

This report examines each of these areas and considers 

their cumulative effect on the future of Australia’s superan-

nuation industry. The changes these reforms usher in point 

to the increasing need to partner with providers that have 

the significant global resources and solid understanding  

of the expanding range of financial products necessary 

to effectively service this evolving environment.
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Figure 1: Proportion of the Australian  
Population Aged 65+

Sources: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Australian Historical Population 
Statistics (2008) and Treasury Projections.



4 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Quarterly Superannuation Performance, June 2010 (issued September 2010).
5 Australian Government, “Super System Review: Final Report — Chapter 8: Self-managed Super Solutions,” June 2010.
6 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Quarterly Superannuation Performance, June 2010 (issued September 2010). 
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Evolving the Architecture

Australia’s current superannuation system’s architecture 

was created in 1993, when a 3 percent guaranteed 

employer contribution to employee retirement accounts 

was granted as a trade-off for the pay raise that 

trade unions were seeking. The guarantee rose 

incrementally over time until it reached 9 percent in 

2002. More recently, there has been strong pres-

sure given the demographic changes for that level  

to increase again to provide for adequate funding  

in retirement. In response to the so-called adequacy 

argument, in May 2010 the government proposed  

a graduated increase in the guarantee to 12 percent 

over the next decade.

Since the 9 percent guarantee has been in place, the 

superannuation industry has more than doubled its 

assets under management. Today, retail funds dominate 

the approximately two-thirds of the industry that is regu-

lated by the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority 

(APRA) and account for AU$339.0 billion. Trade union/

industry funds, which are run on a not-for-profit basis 

and have been a significant feature of the system since 

its origins, also continue to play a very strong role within 

the sector, accounting for AU$225.5 billion, followed by 

public sector funds, which account for AU$175.3 billion. 

Corporate funds have been declining — having gener-

ally been consumed by master trusts or industry funds 

— and now comprise AU$56.2 billion of the total.4 

(See Figure 2 on page 4.) Only large corporate funds such 

as those run by Telstra or Qantas are likely to continue.

The majority of the recent growth in the super industry 

has come from the so-called do-it-yourself sector of 

SMSFs. Established for four or fewer individuals, these 

funds are regulated by the Australian Tax Office (ATO) 

rather than APRA. While creating a separate section for 

SMSFs under the Superannuation Industry (Supervision) 

Act and bringing them under APRA’s supervision was 

discussed, Cooper’s final report recommended that 

the ATO should remain the regulator.5 By the end of 

June 2010, SMSFs accounted for the largest 

component of the superannuation industry’s assets 

— AU$390.8 billion — comprising nearly one-third of 

super assets under management and some 99 percent 

of the 432,675 existing super funds.6 The table on 

page 5 describes each of the different types of  

superannuation funds in greater detail.
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In AU$ Billions, at March 2010

A. Self-managed super funds (SMSFs)
 $390.8
B. Retail
 $339.0
C. Industry
 $225.5
D. Public sector
 $175.3

E. Corporate
 $56.2
F. Life office statutory
 $38.9
G. Small APRA funds (SAFs)
 $1.6

Total: AU$1.2 trillion in 432,675 entities

A

B

C

D

EF
G

The changing shape of the industry is just one of the 

challenges the sector faces, along with the demographic 

shifts and continuing changes to the surrounding 

regulations, particularly those pertaining to the tax 

regime. Despite increasing consumer flexibility with the 

introduction of Choice of Fund in 2005, the members’ 

ability to choose for themselves which funds to join  

has yet to produce the level of individual member 

engagement with retirement planning that the  

government had hoped for. 

And yet, when the government undertook a series of 

major reviews of superannuation and related sectors 

in 2009 and 2010, many within the industry argued 

against major changes, believing that they would under-

mine confidence in superannuation.

Bernie Ripoll, a Member of Parliament who chaired a 

parliamentary committee that investigated the role and 

fee structures of financial advisors, issued his report in 

November 2009. That report impacted superannuation 

in terms of the provision of advice, not only to SMSFs, 

but potentially to any fund that currently charges 

commissions to advisors. Treasury Secretary Ken Henry 

conducted a comprehensive government review of  

the nation’s tax system, including some aspects of 

superannuation, whose findings were made public in 

May 2010. Lastly, Jeremy Cooper released his review’s 

findings in stages, issuing his final report in June 2010. 

For more information on these reviews, see the table  

on page 6.

Government officials have stressed that there has been 

close collaboration on the reviews, in particular between 

the Cooper and Henry panels, which both had Treasury 

secretariats. The aim of the super industry reforms, 

say government insiders, is to give the industry a clear 

picture of expected inflows and the expected future 

architecture that the government envisions.

From the outset, the Cooper review has articulated that 

its key principles are to aim for a system that embodies 

simplicity, efficiency, equity and adequacy.

Figure 2: Superannuation Assets by Fund Type

Source: Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Quarterly Superannuation Performance, June 2010 (issued September 2010).

Note: Pooled superannuation trust (PST) assets of $79.1 billion are not included, as these assets are counted in other superannuation entity categories.
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Superannuation, it notes, is not just another financial 

product, but rather has an overarching social policy 

objective. Second, the review observes that while 

competition is important, it may not necessarily be 

enough to achieve all of the required objectives. And 

lastly, while the review supports the need for different 

models, it proposes a member-driven model, which  

it describes as a choice architecture.

Another issue for the industry’s reformers to resolve 

is the fact that the creation of Choice of Fund has 

not resulted in the stronger member engagement 

that was envisioned for the demographic invested 

in non-SMSF funds. The greater flexibility to change 

funds theoretically moved investment responsibility 

back to the individual. But in practice, the majority 

of superannuation fund members lack the financial 

education and/or interest to take a more active role 

in their super fund management, and consequently 

end up in a default option — essentially a diversified 

investment option with exposure to growth assets — 

within their existing fund provider. These members 

currently account for some 80 percent of the existing 

super fund members, according to the government, 

although super trustees note that they represent only  

40 percent of total assets under management.

It is not surprising that one of the key proposals in the 

Cooper review is its MySuper option, which proposes 

a streamlined default option. The proposal seeks to 

offer a low-fee option that does not erode balances 

while also making super fund fee structures more 

transparent for those who choose a default option and 

others purchasing super products, and is discussed in 

detail below. The government has also announced that 

it will adopt the Henry tax review’s recommendation for 

a government contribution to low-income earners of up 

to AU$500 per annum, effectively rebating the fees paid 

by low-income earners.

The key types of superannuation funds include:

Industry Funds: Multi-employer funds run by employer associations and/or unions, run 

on a not-for-profit basis

Retail Funds/Wholesale Master Trusts: Multi-employer funds run by financial institutions for 

groups of employees

Retail Master Trusts/Wrap Platforms: Funds run by financial institutions for individuals

Corporate Funds/Employer Stand-alone Funds: A few large funds continue that were 

established by employers for their employees, e.g., Telstra, Qantas

Self Managed Superannuation Funds (SMSFs or Do-It-Yourself Funds): Funds established 

for four or fewer individuals and regulated by the Australian Taxation Office (ATO)

Public Sector Employees Funds: Funds established by State and Commonwealth govern-

ment entities for their employees

Superannuation Industry Segmentation
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Throughout 2009 and 2010, the government published 

three major reviews of superannuation and related sectors, 

which heightened the call for increased efficiency, greater 

engagement and ultimately improved returns across the 

industry. The reviews are listed chronologically below by  

date of issue.

Inquiry into Financial Products and  
Services in Australia”
Launched: 25 February 2009 
Final Report Issued: 23 November 2009

Bernie Ripoll, a Member of Parliament, chaired a 

parliamentary committee to investigate the role and  

fee structures of financial advisors following the recent 

collapse of several financial product and service 

providers. The review examines the role of financial 

advisers; the general regulatory environment for these 

products and services; the role played by commission 

arrangements relating to product sales and advice, 

including the potential for conflicts of interest; the need 

for appropriate disclosure; and remuneration models for 

financial advisors.

Australia’s Future Tax System Review”
Launched: 12 May 2008 
Final Report Issued: 2 May 2010

Commonly referred to as the Henry review after its 

Chair, Australian Treasury Secretary Ken Henry, 

“Australia’s Future Tax System Review” takes a  

comprehensive look at the nation’s tax system,  

including aspects of superannuation.

Review into the governance, efficiency, structure and 
operation of Australia’s Superannuation System” 
Launched: 25 August 2009 
Final Report Issued: 30 June 2010

Chaired by Jeremy Cooper, the former Deputy Chairman 

of the Australian Securities and Investments Commission, 

“Review into the governance, efficiency, structure and 

operation of Australia’s Superannuation System,” also 

known as the Cooper review, examines the overall  

structure and efficiency of the superannuation system.

Government Reviews of the Superannuation Industry and Related Sectors

“

“

“
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7 Australian Government, “Review into the governance, efficiency, structure and operation of Australia’s Superannuation System. 
MySuper — Optimising Australian superannuation. Second phase one — Preliminary report.,” 20 April 2010.

8 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority, Annual Superannuation Bulletin, June 2009 (issued February 2010).

A major justification for MySuper cited in the Cooper 

review is the need to reduce fees and administrative 

costs.7 In fact, the objective of both the government 

and the funds industry has been, where practical, to 

drive down costs. Superannuation industry stakeholders 

have identified several areas where costs could be 

reduced, including: 

• The comprehensive introduction of electronic  

transfer systems for payments and for standardised 

data collection

• Simplification and greater transparency around tax, 

data collection and accounting standards to cut 

bureaucratic costs

• The increased use of low-cost products like exchange 

traded funds (ETFs), which has been driven in partic-

ular by the growth in the SMSF sector

However, industry observers note that it is important that 

those super fund members who have taken up some of 

the more complex products now on offer, and are paying 

higher fees for these added-value services, are being 

subsidised by the significant number of disengaged fund 

members in default funds. 

The Cooper review has issued detailed proposals 

surrounding both MySuper and what it calls 

“SuperStream”-ing the back-office process to facilitate 

greater efficiencies.

A Default Option

MySuper proposes that the Australian system formally 

incorporate a product to recognise that direct engage-

ment is not a priority for a large proportion of Australia’s 

workforce. Government data show that the average 

member account balance is below AU$25,000. APRA 

data show that retail and industry fund accounts had 

balances on average of AU$18,400 and AU$16,600, 

respectively, as of 30 June 2009.8 

This lower account balance demographic needs to be 

addressed, especially given that eliminating costs and 

inefficiencies can have a real impact on the retirement 

outcomes for members with relatively low balances. 

The final Cooper report describes its proposed MySuper 

option as offering a simple, cost-effective product with 

a single, diversified portfolio of investments for the vast 

majority of Australian workers who are in the default 

option in their current fund.

MySuper’s key elements would include: specific trustee 

duties designed to deliver lower-cost outcomes for 

members; increased transparency leading to better 

comparability, especially of costs and long-term net 

performance; provision of intra-fund advice; simpler 

communications; and an imbedded retirement product. 

The report says MySuper has been designed to sit within 

the existing structures and is based on existing widely 

offered and well-understood default systems. 

The Drive to Reduce Costs



9 Australian Government, “Super System Review: Final Report — Chapter 1: MySuper and Choice Architecture,” June 2010.
10 Australian Government, “Review into the governance, efficiency, structure and operation of Australia’s Superannuation System, 

Phase 2: Operation and Efficiency,” 16 October 2009. 
11 Australian Government, “Super System Review: Final Report — Part One: Overview and Recommendations,” June 2010.
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As the Cooper panel saw it, offering a simple superannu-

ation product within the existing choice environment has 

become increasingly difficult, and funds ought to benefit 

from the economies of scale from increasing size.

However, many super funds argue that the existing 

system covers those wanting a default option, and that 

the managed fee-driven component of the industry 

supports the plain vanilla default options. Essentially, 

some super funds suggest that people in default funds 

are benefiting from the scale of those who have the 

larger balances and are more engaged, and that it may 

not be economically viable to split funds into either 

simple default or more complex managed options.

In addition, while members do not change funds very 

often, super funds argue that this does not necessarily 

mean that they are not engaged in their fund manage-

ment, since their assets may be reallocated between 

investment options within the same funds.

The Cooper report notes that existing default options 

vary greatly, and also suggests that the means by which 

people are directed into default funds is not always 

transparent. It says that under the present default-

system, members are not adequately protected and can

find themselves paying for services they do not need or 

request, and on some occasions do not receive.9 

In 2008, the average annual expense for super funds 

was 1.21 percent, although fees vary widely by segment 

and plan type.10 The Cooper review has indicated that 

it believes the fee structure could be reduced dramati-

cally under its MySuper default option, with forecasted 

fees by investment strategy and fund size as outlined in 

Figure 3. Perhaps to counter industry concerns that it is 

proposing a bureaucratic one-size-fits-all juggernaut, the 

review also emphasises that MySuper could effectively 

co-opt existing default fund products, with a core aim of 

ensuring that an existing default fund can be modified 

to conform with MySuper product requirements with 

minimal disruption and transition cost.

Cooper’s final report cites Treasury estimates of  

short-term annual system savings of about AU$1.55 

billion and long-term annual system savings of around 

AU$2.7 billion as a result of MySuper and SuperStream. 

In the long run, according to Treasury estimates, cost 

savings from the MySuper and SuperStream proposals 

would lift members’ final superannuation balance  

by around AU$40,000, or 7 percent, after 37 years in 

the workforce.11 

Figure 3: Estimated MySuper Fund Fee Structure

In AU$

MySuper Fund Size

Investment Strategy $2 Billion $5 Billion $10 Billion $20 Billion

Passive balanced 0.60% 0.46% 0.38% 0.32%
Passive conservative 0.58% 0.45% 0.36% 0.32%
Active balanced 0.94% 0.83% 0.70% 0.60%
Active conservative 0.80% 0.70% 0.59% 0.49%
Active balanced  
(with alternatives)

 
1.04%

 
0.89%

 
0.77%

 
0.66%

Active conservative 
(with alternatives)

 
0.89%

 
0.76%

 
0.64%

 
0.54%

 
Source: Australian Government, “Super System Review: Final Report — Part One: Overview and Recommendations,” June 2010.
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However, fees are likely to reflect the level of service 

the funds provide. As the Investment and Financial 

Services Association (IFSA) noted, efficiencies can be 

gained without reducing the breadth of fund offerings or 

competition in the market. Typically, super funds offer 

a range of options including financial education, advice 

and added services to ensure retirement adequacy. 

In a statement released in July 2010, IFSA, while 

welcoming the final report’s largely positive recom-

mendations, described the MySuper proposal as overly 

paternalistic and suggested it would entrench disen-

gagement and disinterest as well as increase costs 

rather than reduce them.12

Custody and administration fees are not a key  

consideration in the fee debate since they are already 

low, particularly when compared to other parts of the 

investment management process. In fact, there is 

concern that the fees for administration services have 

been too low for administrators to adequately reinvest in 

their businesses.

Bringing Super into the 21st Century

Another key challenge for the super industry is to 

embrace modern technology. Even today, a significant 

percentage of employer contributions are paper-based, 

which is not only inefficient, but also more costly and 

more prone to errors.

The Australian superannuation industry processes more 

than 100 million transactions each year at a cost of over 

AU$3.5 billion.13 These include member support activi-

ties (AU$1 billion), contribution management (AU$1.25 

billion), reporting (AU$250 million) and benefit payment 

services (AU$1 billion). The strong conclusion reached 

by the Cooper report is that e-commerce — the linked 

electronic transmission of data and money — is a source 

for tremendous potential gains in efficiency. These 

processing and administrative improvements could in 

turn facilitate significant cost reductions. 

But the lack of agreed electronic payment systems 

standards, early adopter benefits and incentives for 

employers to participate, in addition to the narrow profit 

margins for administrators, has hindered progress. Only 

61 percent of businesses are aware that all their super-

annuation funds allow electronic payments. Currently, 

38 percent use cheques exclusively and 22 percent use 

a combination of cheques and electronic payments. Of 

the 60 percent of businesses that do not use electronic 

payment methods exclusively, 65 percent believe that 

doing so would increase efficiency.14

As the Australian Custodial Services Association (ACSA) 

has pointed out, the complexity in tax and accounting 

rules around assets in custody can lead to significant 

levels of exception processing, which stands in the way 

of effective automation, realisation of scale benefits and 

streamlined member servicing.15 

The ACSA also argues that Australia’s tax rules  

add costs so there is a need to simplify tax and 

accounting reporting regulations, which now require 

custodians to maintain two sets of books and meet two 

separate deadlines. 

Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) for all participants and 

e-commerce solutions to replace paper and straight-

through e-processing come within a basket of proposed 

changes that the Cooper review has called SuperStream, 

which it says are aimed at bringing the back office of 

the super system into the 21st century. Other elements 

include:

• Using industry-wide standards to improve the quality 

of data when members enter the system

• Extending the use of the tax file number  

(TFN) as an identifier throughout the system to iden-

tify lost accounts

• Eliminating redundant processes, leading to simpler 

rollovers and consolidations

12 IFSA, “Cooper Review to deliver Australia a stronger super system,” July 2010.
13 Australian Government, “Review into the governance, efficiency, structure and operation of Australia’s Superannuation System,” SuperStream — A proposal to 

bring the back office of super into the 21st century,” 22 March 2010.
14 Ibid.
15 Australian Custodial Services Association submission to Super Review Phase Two,” 14 December 2009.



The Cooper review’s interim report cites Ernst & Young 

and SuperChoice as estimating savings of up to AU$1 

billion per year, and BT Financial Group as estimating 

savings at 25 percent of administration costs, from 

reforms consistent with SuperStream. 

The government has indicated that at least some  

of its proposed reforms will be mandated through regu-

latory or other means to ensure adoption. It is likely 

that employers will only be deemed to have satisfied 

their mandated obligations to super funds if they have 

provided the superannuation fund full details about 

individual members, including the relevant electronic 

banking information. 

What is clear is that increasing efficiencies can poten-

tially have a major effect on reducing member costs and 

in turn increasing their returns.

The Rise of ETFs

Another factor influencing the market is the rising popu-

larity of products that enable investors to access equity 

markets on a low-cost basis. The Financial Planning 

Association of Australia (FPA) has pushed for fee-for-

service arrangements to become the industry norm, 

and both the Ripoll report and the Henry tax review 

recommended eliminating trailing commissions, while 

the government has announced a prospective ban on 

conflicted remuneration structures, including commis-

sions and volume-based payments.16 

The change to a fee-for-service approach has affected 

the rapidly growing SMSF segment of the market, which 

is driven largely by the financial planners and accoun-

tants, and it has helped fuel an accompanying surge in 

the popularity of low-fee ETFs. The Australian market 

has a number of ETF products, including State Street’s 

SPDR S&P/ASX 200 (STW), which provides investors 

with exposure to the largest 200 companies in the 

Australian Stock Exchange (ASX). Vanguard and Russell 

Investments, as well as BlackRock, through its iShares 

brand, are also very active in the Australian market. 

The crucial point about ETFs is that they carry a very 

modest fee structure, usually around 0.3 percent, and 

offer liquidity above index returns. It is not surprising 

that SMSF trustees and their advisors have been among 

those to see the advantage of meaningfully diversifying 

their holdings at minimal cost by proposing ETFs. 

ETFs are also likely to become increasingly popular 

beyond the SMSF sector, as super fund managers in 

other categories look for more flexibility in their portfolios 

and seek to capture certain market segments, such as 

small caps or developing markets, on a shorter-term 

basis. ETFs would probably also be suitable for MySuper 

to utilise as part of its passive investment strategies.

10 • VISION FOCUS

16 Former Australian Finance Minister Chris Bowen, “Overhaul of Financial Advice,” Media release No. 036, 26 April 2010 (http://ministers.treasury.gov.au/).
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Measures to Maximise Returns

While reducing costs will remain a major focus for the 

superannuation industry as it evolves, equally impor-

tant are trends that can be expected to help maximise 

returns. A number of key elements are under debate, 

including the consolidation of funds by pooling or other 

means; asset diversification on- and offshore; and the 

emergence of more complex, cross-border funds, with 

super funds bringing more core investment activities 

in-house. 

Can Consolidation be Forced? 

Consolidation of funds has been a controversial issue 

for the industry. When Jeremy Cooper suggested in  

a speech to an industry association during the consul-

tation process that he saw a need for the industry to 

radically reduce the number of funds in the market,17  

he raised a red flag for many trustees and advisors who 

perceived it as a threat of forced consolidation. 

In mid-2009, there were 447 large APRA superannuation 

funds in operation in Australia in the non-SMSF sectors, 

down over 90 percent from 4,734 funds in 1996. In 2009, 

the biggest of the super funds topped AU$41 billion, while 

the average fund was AU$1.5 billion. The final report 

estimates that by 2035, total super assets in nominal 

dollar terms will grow to AU$6.1 trillion, with the number 

of funds dropping to 74 and average fund sizes growing  

to AU$53 billion. 

The government clearly sees advantages in a smaller 

number of larger funds. The final Cooper report notes 

that local funds will increasingly find themselves 

competing with large global funds, not just in markets 

for listed securities, but also for specific assets such 

as infrastructure, private equity and direct property.18 

Treasury officials noted that submissions to both the 

Cooper and Henry reviews argued that larger funds of at 

least AU$5 billion and upward could make a significant 

difference to the cost structure of funds, which would 

flow through to account member balances.

Some industry commentators have taken the view that 

the desire for consolidation was driven by the govern-

ment’s need to increase the fund pool available for 

national infrastructure investment. The government 

ultimately took a different route by adopting the Henry 

tax review’s May 2010 recommendation to levy a 40 

percent super profits tax on the mining sector, part of 

the proceeds of which were to be used to establish an 

infrastructure fund. However, resistance to the tax from 

the mining sector ultimately helped trigger a change in 

the Labor party’s leadership and a compromise on the 

tax’s provisions. 

In practice, in recent years, the number of AU$5 billion 

funds has in fact been decreasing, while the SMSF 

sector has been increasing exponentially. 

17 Jeremy Cooper. “Super in the new age: Scale, focus and alignment.” Speech to the AFSA 2009 Conference, Melbourne, Australia, 12 November 2009.
18 Australian Government, “Super System Review: Final Report — Part One: Overview and Recommendations,” June 2010.
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There is a consensus in the industry that forced 

consolidation is impractical because there is effectively  

no mechanism to buy super funds under the current 

architecture, in which funds are managed by indepen-

dent boards and trustees. These boards and trustees 

would have to agree to merge and would only do so if 

they were convinced that it was in their members’ best 

interests. That seems unlikely to happen on a large 

scale in the medium term. Effectively, if a fund does not 

want to merge, it can avoid doing so indefinitely unless 

there is regulatory pressure or it becomes uncompetitive 

and starts losing members. What seems more likely is 

continued natural consolidation, particularly in some  

of the sectoral industry funds where natural alignments 

of member interests and issues emerge.

Diversifying into New Assets and Geographies

As assets under management continue to grow, another 

key issue facing the industry is the relatively small 

size of the Australian domestic equities market, which 

is expected to result in funds investing in a greater  

range of asset types onshore, as well as increasingly 

moving offshore. 

Over time, the current bias toward domestic investment 

is likely to be reduced. Funds can be expected to look 

for diversification beyond their current allocations, ampli-

fying a trend that has seen funds increasingly investing 

in the private equity space and infrastructure in recent 

years. For example, superannuation fund support as 

limited partners in private equity funds played a signifi-

cant role in Australia’s rise to become one of the region’s 

buyout hotspots, with total private equity buyout activity 

rising from US$2.3 billion in 2004 to US$15.4 billion 

in 2007, before dropping off amid the global financial 

crisis.19 While some institutional investors suffered when 

a few of these mergers were undone amid the crisis, 

it is unlikely to significantly dampen their increasing 

appetite for alternative asset classes. Potential sectors 

for further diversified asset allocation are likely to include 

commodity exposure, agriculture and oil.

As noted, there has been a surge in the use of new 

products including ETFs, accompanied by the growing 

use of structured products based on derivatives such as 

options and swaps. These can include interest-, equity-, 

foreign exchange-, and commodity- and hybrid-linked 

notes, which can offer such benefits as tax-efficient 

access to fully taxable investments. 

19 “Asian Buyout Review 2009,” Asian Venture Capital Journal, 2009.

Figure 4: The Australian Superannuation Industry Through 2035

In AU$

1996 June 2009 2035 (Nominal $) 2035 (Current $)

Overall industry scale $245.0 billion $1.1 trillion $6.1 trillion $3.2 trillion

Ratio of accumulation  
to post-retirement assets

 
–

 
4:1

 
3:1

 
3:1

Biggest fund – $41.5 billion $350.0 billion $187.0 billion

Number of large APRA  
funds (excluding ERFs)

 
4,734

 
447

 
74

 
74

Average large APRA  
fund size

 
$40.0 million

 
$1.5 billion

 
$53.0 billion

 
$28.0 billion

Average accumulation  
member balance

 
$15,000

 
$70,000

 
$335,000

 
$180,000

Total super assets as    
a proportion of GDP

 
47%

 
90%

 
130%

 
130%

 
Source: Australian Government, “Super System Review: Final Report — Part One: Overview and Recommendations,” June 2010.
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There has also been growth in more complex products 

in the over-the-counter (OTC) space, which is in turn 

altering the demands on custodians. OTC markets, 

which emerged in the 1980s, offer market participants a 

greater degree of flexibility. In particular, OTC contracts 

are negotiated bilaterally between the buyer and seller, 

and they typically allow the parties to hedge specific risks 

or generate tailored exposures. OTC derivatives markets  

in particular have shown considerable innovation. The 

evolution of this market has meant that custodians need 

to come up with automatic ways to handle increased 

volume. It has also imposed greater demands on collat-

eral management services to mitigate counterparty risk 

for the asset owners and provide them with transparency 

around counterparty exposure. Collateral management 

now also requires custodians to become involved in the 

dispute reconciliation process and on the valuation side.

Larger and More Complex Cross-border Funds

This move into more complex products highlights the 

fact that the growth in fund size has spurred the need 

for superfund managers to become increasingly sophis-

ticated. The industry is likely to see the emergence of 

even more complex, cross-border funds, with some 

managers opting to do more in-house, while engaging 

service providers to carry out their strategies. 

The growth in cross-border activity has created a need 

for advisors and custodians to offer expertise in areas 

such as managing currency risks. All of these trends 

will pose new challenges for the advisors servicing the 

funds, especially if fee structures come under increasing 

pressure as the industry grows. This tendency may lead 

some managers to bring more management activities in- 

house while perhaps increasingly opting to outsource 

investment research capabilities and international 

investment expertise. 

New Asset Allocation Strategies

As funds begin to evolve or grow, some are also likely to 

explore different strategies and adopt a more dynamic 

asset allocation approach with more active decision-

making. This move to a more dynamic approach will 

require more skill from managers and an increased 

range of products to enable funds to embody those 

elements in their portfolios.

Following the global financial crisis, two themes seem 

possible. One is the need to make up for losses caused 

during the crisis, which may involve some willingness to 

embrace a higher degree of risk in portfolios. A second 

key theme, also arising out of the crisis, will be nimble-

ness, particularly since the financial sector is likely to 

continue to display some volatility in the short term. 

Funds will look to see how flexible their portfolio can be 

in responding to liquidity demands with structures that 

enable them to move in and out of positions effectively.

Funds are adopting different approaches to risk, 

including a renewed willingness to hold hedge fund and 

credit exposures. A number of funds are now moving out 

of their current fixed-income portfolios and away from 

aggregate exposures. Some of their options for redeploy-

ment include different areas of fixed income investment 

grade credit, including sovereign credit as well as secu-

ritised assets. Funds are also likely, especially given the 

increased move to cross-border positions, to be much 

more mindful of currency positions and hedging. 
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One of the overriding concerns for the superannuation 

industry — highlighted during the recent global financial 

crisis — is the fundamental role of asset protection.  

The potential risks were underscored during the Bernie 

Madoff scam, in which the fund manager was able to 

siphon off billions of dollars in assets over years before 

being caught. Super funds now have an increasing 

exposure to global assets, meaning their custodial 

requirements will also increasingly extend across  

a broad international network. 

The funds industry is likely to be required to do more 

reporting on pre- and post-tax positions, risk expo-

sures, liquidity levels and other compliance reporting, 

including counterparty exposure reporting, increasing 

the need for efficient custodians working effectively 

with administrators on behalf of fund clients. Beyond 

simply safeguarding assets, funds will need help  

to meet enhanced and more complex member and 

regulatory reporting requirements through more efficient 

fund administration and effective accounting systems.

One of the themes of the superannuation debate has 

been the need for transparency and comparability 

between funds when assessing overall fund returns, 

which has been the subject of a major drive by APRA. 

Treasury officials involved in the recent reviews note that 

there are problems with publishing current performance 

data, precisely because of the difficulties in estab-

lishing comparability. The government seems unwilling  

at this point to legislate in this area, but officials say  

it is attempting to support the development of a level 

playing field.

Custodians’ Increasing Range of Services

Administration and custody fees are not seen as  

a major element in the discussion on cost reduction.

Fees in this area are already low and government  

officials have acknowledged that custody fees may  

need to rise slightly because of the increased range  

of services required of custodians. 

Effective custodial management can enhance returns. 

One example is the use of securities lending, which  

in some circumstances can help reduce custody costs 

for clients altogether, and can even be a positive 

revenue generator. Effective transition management can 

also greatly reduce the costs inherent when a member 

moves from one fund to another. 

Another area where funds can help enhance returns 

is by enlisting the help of custodial service providers  

to maximise tax benefits by utilising propagated  

portfolios. A propagated portfolio acts like a single  

portfolio for a multi-manager fund and calculates  

its net capital gain position based on all of the capital 

gains information contained in all of the subportfolios. 

When selling homogenous assets held across funds,  

the legal entity can review the cost base for all the 

commonly owned assets held in the subportfolios and 

choose the most appropriate asset cost bases to apply 

when calculating the capital gains for the fund, thus 

improving the tax outcome. 

Meeting Obligations by Protecting Assets
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Funds can also reduce costs and maximise returns on 

their assets through crossing networks, which enhance 

performance through coordinated trading. On any 

given trading day, an asset owner’s underlying invest-

ment managers are likely to have simultaneous yet 

opposing buy and sell orders for the same securities. 

Independently, these trades would incur the full trans-

action costs of on-market execution on both sides. 

This problem can be solved by utilising sophisticated 

crossing solutions that match trades among an asset 

owner’s investment managers and then accessing the 

advisor’s internal liquidity pool, which can be in the 

billions of dollars for global financial institutions. 

The developments and pressures described above  

highlight the opportunities and challenges the industry 

faces as it enters a new era in which the government 

seems set on enacting significant reforms to the super-

annuation sector. 
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Perhaps the most salient fact about the superan-

nuation sector is not only that it has created a huge 

asset base — the industry’s assets under manage-

ment already exceed the market capitalisation of the 

Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) — but also 

that it is mandated to keep growing. With the super  

guarantee now scheduled to rise, industry experts 

expect the superannuation sector to top $6 trillion over 

the next 25 years. The table on page 17 discusses the 

resulting market impact of these increased flows.

Currently the majority of superannuation funds rely on 

external managers to manage their portfolios, and the 

asset owner primarily has responsibility for overall asset 

allocation decisions. With the volume of assets under 

management increasing, superannuation funds are likely  

to be concerned about the costs incurred under external 

management. This is already beginning to happen  

in the Australian market, where some of the largest 

funds in Australia are contemplating or moving toward 

internal investment management of their portfolios. 

The extent to which the Cooper review’s proposed 

MySuper default option will change the landscape for 

fund managers remains uncertain. The final report 

proposes a two-year transition period to implement the 

new choice architecture. There is clearly a need for a 

low-cost default regime to meet the needs of members 

who are likely to remain disengaged from the active 

management of their superannuation fund. Despite 

the fact that the majority of members belong to such 

low-fee default-type schemes and may be steered 

into the government’s proposed lower-cost alternative,  

the majority of funds, in value terms, are currently  

being invested on the basis of fees charged for added-

value services — a trend that seems unlikely to change 

— while pressure to keep fees down will likely increase.

Age-linked investment approaches may become increas-

ingly popular as engaged members start paying more 

attention to their changing investment requirements 

as they near retirement. The Henry review has over-

turned some of the inconsistencies in previous policies 

by recommending a concessional tax-free topping-up 

component for funds so that workers over 50 years of 

age with balances below AU$500,000 can make up to 

AU$50,000 in annual concessional contributions. 

Additionally, the Henry review’s recommendation  

to raise the superannuation guarantee age limit for 

those over 60 years old and the rise of the guarantee to  

12 percent will give investors and the industry confidence 

to keep building up funds through contributions.

The Shape of the Industry to Come
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The proposed raise to the superannuation guarantee 

to 12 percent will increase inflows and may have a 

small, positive impact on equity prices. According to  

State Street’s research, given the increase in the compul-

sory superannuation rate from AU$30 billion to AU$40 

billion per quarter, and assuming a 30 percent allocation 

to domestic equity and a 20 percent allocation to foreign 

equity,20 quarterly capital inflow is expected to increase

Will Increased Inflows from the Proposed Raise to the Superannuation Guarantee Impact Prices?

Figure 5: Market Impact

  
Policy Change

Expected Quarterly  
Inflow in AU$ Billions

Quarterly Inflow as Percent  
of Market Cap in bps

Average Market  
Impact in bps

Domestic Equity Before $9 71 23
After $12 95 26
Difference $3 24 4

Foreign Equity Before $6 2 3
After $8 3 4
Difference $2 1 1

 
Source: State Street Associates, Investment Strategy Analysis, July 2010.

The resulting market impact estimates for each index 

after the increase in the superannuation rate is 26 

basis points for domestic equity and 4 basis points for 

foreign equity. State Street’s analysis also indicates 

that the confidence interval around these market impact  

estimates is relatively large. The confidence interval,  

which is a function of daily market volatility, is approxi-

mately 100 basis points for both domestic and foreign 

equity. Hence, while inflows are likely to have a small 

positive impact on equity prices, any such effect will be 

dwarfed by market volatility. (See Figure 6.)

Figure 6: Market Impact and Market Volatility (in bps)

Domestic Equity Foreign Equity

Market Impact 26 4
Market Volatility 97 107

 
Source: State Street Associates, Investment Strategy Analysis, July 2010.

20 The quarterly superannuation inflow and asset allocations are based on quarterly superannuation inflow and asset allocations from the Rainmaker Information 
Industry Intelligence Roundup.

from AU$9 billion to AU$12 billion for domestic equity 

and AU$6 billion to AU$8 billion for foreign equity. 

Expressed as a percentage of total domestic equity 

market capitalisation, the forecast quarterly inflows 

under the increased compulsory rate could rise by  

24 and 1 basis points, for domestic and foreign equity,  

respectively. (See Figure 5.)
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Do-It-Yourself Demand Likely to Continue 

Together with the government’s endorsement of a  

fee-for-service rather than a commission-based structure 

for financial advisors, these changes indicate that the  

SMSF sector is likely to see continued growth.  

The Cooper review signalled its intentions regarding 

SMSFs from the outset, noting that the review was 

conscious that with the most funds in the industry and 

more than one-third of its assets, the sector should be  

treated separately. 

Aside from proposing that SMSFs be banned from 

investing in collectables such as jewellery and antiques, 

the final report suggests largely leaving the SMSF sector 

as it is. Jeremy Cooper describes his vision that SMSFs 

will become a leading superannuation vehicle: compliant 

and well-managed; able to innovate quickly and effi-

ciently; largely free of the asset-based or percentage 

fee model for services; and well-placed to achieve net 

investment returns that are at least as good as those 

of other sectors during the consultation process.21 The 

final report also recommends providing for the creation 

of an SMSF resource centre, simplifying legislation 

and trustee requirements, registering approved audi-

tors, providing the ATO with a flexible penalty regime 

and improving the SMSF registration process, while 

nevertheless concluding that the SMSF sector is largely 

successful and functions well.22

Primary Savings Vehicle

Australia’s superannuation system is likely to retain its 

significant role in ensuring the country’s status as a key 

financial centre within the Asia-Pacific region. And while 

the greater focus on operational efficiencies — facili-

tated by government support for data standardisation, 

e-commerce and e-banking — should reduce costs, 

the industry may yet face continued downward pressure 

on fees, driven in part by the MySuper default option.  

In addition to continued growth in the SMSF sector, the 

not-for-profit industry funds, which operate at a relatively 

low cost, are likely to preserve their current strong role.

At the same time, there is likely to be some polarisation 

within the non-SMSF sector industry as fewer, larger 

funds emerge in the face of rising marketing, admin-

istration and compliance costs. These factors, together 

with increased fund manager sophistication and exper-

tise, are likely to change the shape of the industry and 

the way asset owners manage funds. Asset owners will 

need to ensure that they have the requisite skills and 

employ appropriate providers to manage the assets they 

are responsible for.

The evolving industry is likely to see a renewed focus 

on the extent to which well-regulated service providers 

with strong global resources can assist funds with solid 

custodial services, timely and comparable after-tax 

performance reporting on valuations, tax propagation 

and other expertise and a thorough understanding of 

the expanding range of financial products from ETFs 

to complex securities and schemes. Advisors, in turn, 

will need to position themselves to effectively provide 

services in this new and changing landscape. Australia’s 

superannuation system will continue to be the mandated 

primary savings vehicle and — as the industry fully 

matures over the next two decades — it will undoubtedly 

become an even more significant force in the economy. 

21 Jeremy Cooper. “A conversation about SMSFs.” Speech to the Australian Securities and Investment Commissions 2010 SPAA National Conference, 
18 February 2010.

22 Australian Government. “Super System Review: Final Report — Chapter 8: Self-managed Super Solutions,” June 2010.
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